
The wearable that can help change how you feel



Real Science. 
Trusted Benefits.

A stroke of genius!
Dave Asprey
Founder, Bulletproof Coffee

Last night makes 4 nights 
in a row of incredible 
sleep. WOW! Such a 
difference maker.

Chad Howse
Calgary, Alberta Canada

I can honestly say that I 
feel a difference. I'm now 
in control of what I want 
to feel.

Gerold Reynold
via Trustpilot

In blind tests, 100% of onboarded users can feel 
and tell the difference between Hapbee's signals. 



In a world increasingly focused on wellbeing, Hapbee’s 
advances in wearable technology takes fitness, focus, 
daily activity and sleep to the next level. 

Hapbee is a wellness wearable that replicates the 
magnetic signature of ingredients like caffeine, TGHC, 
CBD, nicotine, melatonin, and others through safe, 
ultra-low magnetic frequencies. 

When Hapbee’s ground-breaking technology then 
plays back those frequencies to your brain, it gives 
your body the same experience as the ingredients 
without actually ingesting or processing it. 

Enjoy better sleep, greater focus, and pain recovery 
without the nasty side effects of chemicals, pills, 
cigarettes, or consumables.

A Wearable 
Wellness Revolution



Our brains work by sending electro-magnetic signals 
throughout our bodies, and our body’s neurons react 
to these different types of signals by recognizing each 
one's unique magnetic signature. Hapbee’s technology 
has captured and replicated those specific magnetic 
signatures, allowing you to choose which one you wish 
to play through our device to help your state of mind.

Change How You Feel
Non-Ingestive. Non-Invasive.
Backed by decades of research.

Simple Just pair a Hapbee wearable with your 
phone, place the band around your head 
or neck, and select a signal.

Safe Hapbee employs low-energy magnetic 
fields that have been used 
therapeutically for decades.

Effective In blind tests, 100% of users can feel and tell 
the difference between Hapbee's signals.

Hapbee emits an 
ultra-low energy 
ingredient signature

Lightweight and water 
resistant, with long (18 hr+) 
battery life

Bluetooth Low Energy 
means minimal 
RF exposure

Blends are designed to take 
effect quickly and wear off 
quickly after your session ends



Enhance Your Sleep

Fall asleep faster, enjoy a deeper, restorative sleep, 
and sleep through the night. 

Elevate Your Performance

Boost your performance all day with more energy, 
better focus, and more creativity.

Support Your Mental Wellness

Find your Hapbee place with a more peaceful state of 
mind, clarity, and calmness. 

Boost Your Physical Well-Being

Feel better from head to toe with less pain, better 
movement, and a feeling of being more relaxed.

There’s a Blend for 
Every Situation

A Hapbee blend is a combination of different magnetic 
signals engineered from the signatures of key natural 
ingredients. Your body’s receptors receive these signals 
like a song while the Hapbee device plays them.



For more information, visit:
dealers.hapbee.com

hapbee.com


